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From the Editor
At a recent conference one of the speakers came up with the word ‘contextualising’
and until Terry explained that it meant ‘putting it into context’ I had not got a clue
what he was on about. This led me to beg the question why do speakers who
are clearly very clever people in their own field always use words which are
long and meaningless to the unitiated, when a simple word or simple phrase
would do. When I was working in the Mortgage Information Unit at Barclays,
(no longer in existence) back in the ‘80s my bosses were working with the Plain
English Campaign to make things easier for the layman to understand. This
certainly needs to follow through with lectures on whatever topic to ensure that
the audience ‘not in the know’ is not left to feel a moron. On reflection perhaps
we need to stand up and say so if we don’t understand.
You will be wondering about the enclosed Conference Tour booklet; this comes
to you with the AIA’s compliments after their very successful weekend based at
Moulton Agricultural College. NIAG had been asked to provide suggestions
for the final four days of visits in the county. Peter gave a presentation to the
conference on the Saturday and organised some of those visits which began on
the Sunday and ended on the Wednesday.
We ended the summer on a high with an excellent amble along the river at
Wellingborough on an evening which threatened rain but which held off until
our journeys home. This has been another excellent summer of walks and
visits, some of the reports are in this newsletter, the rest will come in the Winter
2018 edition. Yes folks, already drafting that edition. Once again my thanks
to everyone for their contribution to our award winning newsletter. The AGM
looms and papers are enclosed along with a subscription reminder to those who
have not yet paid their 2017/18 subs.
Overall we have had an exciting year and the jewel in the crown has to be the
winning of the Newsletter Award. Other news with which we live daily has
been sad and terrible (cars ramming into pedestrians and that awful image of
the Grenfell Tower in London) and at times frustrating (those long drawn out
talks on ‘that’ subject). It is to be hoped that overall 2018 will be more settled
– fingers crossed.
I am to tell you that there are changes in the offing at the Record Office, such as
opening times etc, so it is recommended that you check before you make your
journey to ensure that your time is not wasted. Further details will be available
when we know more.
As ever we look forward to our winter programme of another excellent mix of
topics and hope to see you there.
JW - Editor.
______________
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winter talks of 2016/17
Does anyone know this man? A final report of the Members night - 13th
January
Barry’s talk at the January Members night was missing from the Members Night report
in the last issue. So in conclusion to the main report here it is. Ed.
Barry presented a short series of photographs of Northampton Gasworks
locomotives during the changeover from steam to diesel power in 1958. The
main attraction was a veteran Chaplin vertical-boilered engine dating from 1885
which, by all appearances, was being retired in favour of a new but rather less
interesting Ruston Hornsby diesel.
However, there may have been a sub-plot; the photographs featured a young
driver leaning from the cab of his diesel, but also revealed a somewhat more
elderly employee proudly posed on the Chaplin locomotive.
Was this not only the retirement of the old steam locomotive, but also its longterm custodian – does anyone remember him?
----oooOooo---The Stratford & Midland Junction Railway 1866 to the present day - 10th
February
Barry began by telling us that his interest in the railway started when as a
youngster travelling by train from Northampton to Luton via the former Midland
Railway line from Northampton to Bedford he used to look out for the junction
of the line to Towcester at Ravenstone Wood Junction near Piddington Station.
Towcester was the hub of the Stratford upon Avon and Midland Junction
Railway system being the junction of three lines. One line ran to the London and
North Western Railway at Blisworth and continued to Cockley Brake Junction
on the LNWR line from Verney Junction to Banbury. Another line ran from
the town to the Midland Railway at Ravenstone Wood Junction and the third
ran westwards to Stratford upon Avon and then on to Broom Junction on the
Midland Railway line from Barnt Green to Ashchurch via Evesham. En route
the line to Stratford had junctions to the Great Central Railway near Woodford
Halse and to the Great Western Railway at Fenny Compton.
The line was built to take iron ore from Northamptonshire to South Wales thus
avoiding a much more circuitous and expensive route via Birmingham and
Hereford. The ironworks in South Wales had relied on locally sourced black
band iron ore which was running out and were looking for alternative supplies
but by the time the line was completed the cost of transporting and using low
grade ore from Northamptonshire was not competitive with that of importing
iron rich ore from Spain. Although iron ore was conveyed over the line it never
reached the tonnages originally envisaged. Passenger traffic was sparse and
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as Barry pointed out the line really ran from nowhere to nowhere and passed
through no large towns en route.
The company was an amalgamation of four small unsuccessful companies;
the first part of the line opening in 1866 and the last part in 1891. Three of
the companies formed the SMJR in 1909 and purchased the fourth in 1910.
As a company the SMJ operated the line for only about seven years as it was
under government control from 1914 to 1921 due to the First World War, it then
became part of the London Midland & Scottish Railway in 1923, passing to
British Railways in 1948 and was closed almost completely by 1967.
The first part of the system to open was the line of the Northampton & Banbury
Junction Railway which opened from Blisworth to Towcester in 1866 and then
from Towcester to Cockley Brake Junction in 1872 (and on to Banbury over the
LNWR). When the railway was promoted it had visions of running to South
Wales and extensions were planned but the company was very soon in debt
and no further track was laid. Because of its financial situation the company
struggled to maintain its locomotives and rolling stock and came to an agreement
in 1875 with the London & North Western Railway who worked the trains until
the N&BJR became part of the SMJR in 1910.
The East and West Junction Company opened their line from Fenny Compton
to Kineton in 1871 and then westwards from Kineton to Stratford and eastwards
from Fenny Compton to Towcester in 1873. This concern also ran into
financial difficulties, the passenger service being suspended from 1877 to 1885.
The company initially enjoyed the support of the Great Western Railway but
they soon realised that the new line would offer a cheaper alternative for the
movement of iron ore to South Wales and viewed it as a competitor. The next
part of the system to open was the line from Stratford to Broom Junction which
was promoted by a separate company the Evesham, Redditch and Stratford
upon Avon Railway and opened in 1879. Finally the line from Towcester
to Ravenstone Wood Junction opened in 1891, this was also promoted by a
separate company the Stratford upon Avon, Towcester and Midland Junction
Railway; the through route from Ravenstone Wood Junction to Broom Junction
having taken 20 years to complete.
In 1909 the three companies amalgamated to form the Stratford upon Avon
and Midland Junction Railway and in 1910 they purchased the Northampton
and Banbury Junction Railway. The Chairman of the new company was Harry
Willmott who had previously been connected with the Lancashire, Derbyshire
and East Coast Railway and the Deputy Chairman was Sidney Herbert, a
financier. Under the new management the route was vigorously promoted as The
Shakespeare Route, with coaches being slipped at Woodford Halse on the Great
Central Railway for Stratford. The new company made a profit of £15,506 in
the first year of operation; however such profits were not to last.
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At the railway grouping in 1923 the line became part of the London Midland
and Scottish Railway and the potential for using it as a route for through freight
traffic was exploited. An example being the Banana trains from Avonmouth
to St Pancras that were routed via the line from Broom Junction to Ravenstone
Wood Junction and then on to their destination via Bedford. The line was also
used as a through route for passenger excursion traffic. With the growth of
bus services after the First World War the already sparse local passenger traffic
declined even more as some of the stations were not conveniently situated in
the villages that they served. In an effort to boost the local passenger traffic the
LMS experimented with the Ro Railer; a vehicle that could be used on both
the railway and the road but this was not a success and the passenger traffic
continued to decline. With the outbreak of World War Two the line became
an important diversionary route as well as gaining additional traffic with the
opening of an ordnance depot at Burton Dassett. To cope with the extra traffic
a new south facing curve was laid at Broom Junction; all traffic previously taking
the curve to the north and having to reverse to travel south and west. After the
war the local passenger traffic continued to decline and the passenger service
between Broom and Stratford was withdrawn in 1947.
In 1948 the railways were nationalised and the line became part of the British
Railways network but the closure of it to passenger traffic continued. The service
from Towcester to Banbury was withdrawn in 1951 and from Blisworth to
Stratford in 1952; these closures marked the end of the local passenger services.
Complete closure of parts of the line started in 1952 with the closure of the
section from Towcester to Cockley Brake Junction. It was not all doom and
gloom however as in the 1950s there was an increase in iron ore and steel traffic
to and from South Wales over part of the line but this new traffic did not last
long. The section of line from Towcester to Ravenstone Wood Junction closed
in 1958 to allow construction of the M1 motorway but never reopened, being
used only for wagon storage after this date. By 1960 only the line from Blisworth
to Stratford together with the connection to the former Great Central railway
remained in use. In this year new connections were put in to the former Great
Western lines at Fenny Compton and Stratford to allow this section to be used
as a diversionary route and for iron ore traffic from the Banbury area to South
Wales. The line from Blisworth (Gayton RTB Sidings) to Woodford closed in
1964 followed by the section from Woodford to Stratford in 1965. Finally with
the closure of the ironstone quarries at Blisworth the line from Gayton Sidings
to Blisworth closed in 1967. The only section not to succumb to closure being
that from Fenny Compton to the Ministry of Defence Depot at Kineton (Burton
Dassett) and even this was handed over to the MoD in 1971.
Barry has written a book about the railway which will hopefully be published
in the near future. I am sure that many of those present at the meeting, myself
included, will wish to purchase this history of The Shakespeare Route to further
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our knowledge of this interesting line.
Mick Dix

______________
EMIAC at Cromford - 6th May
Another day beginning with a heavy drizzle as we set off up the M1 for our
day at Cromford. Was this going to be like Lincoln when again it was a damp
day? Fortunately by the time we arrived at
the Mills the drizzle had ceased and we were
able to take the slightly smaller display into
the Conference room which happened to be at
the top of a flight of six staircases. Phew what
a start. Arriving, as we did, bang on 9.00 am
meant that the car was parked in the car park
nearest to the entrance so that we knew we did
not have far to walk back at the end of the day.
There was a welcome coffee and biscuit and
gradually the hall filled up with members
coming from far and wide – all arriving in the
registration hall puffing like old grampus and
glad to find a seat to sink into.
Welcomed by Cliff Lea of NEDIAS we
settled back to a morning of four interesting talks under the heading of Cromford
Threads – the reports of which follow.
From Silk to Cotton: The early factory system in the Derwent Valley. This
talk was given by Prof. Stanley Chapman who unfortunately, because of his age,
sat throughout the whole presentation making it difficult in part to hear what
he said! He told us that by 1700 the Italians were the most technologically
advanced silk spinners in Europe having developed two machines capable of
winding the silk onto bobbins whilst putting a twist in the thread. Having visited
an Italian silk mill in 1717, John Lombe returned to England with details of the
mill’s design and some Italian craftsmen. With his brother Thomas he designed
his mill and new spinning machines, for which he was granted a 14-year patent,
to be built on the west bank of the River Derwent in Derby. Completed in 1721
it was the first successful silk spinning mill in England and probably the first fully
mechanised factory in the world. The Italians subsequently placed an embargo
on the export of raw silk. When the patents lapsed in 1732, other mills were built
in Stockport and Macclesfield.
With his silk mill Lombe had demonstrated the concept of a factory system:
capital intensive for the machinery; water power to provide the motive power
for the machinery and a cheap disciplined labour workforce of women and
children. This concept would be developed further by Arkwright. A few slides
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accompanied the talk with some being used more than once.
Lead Mining around Wirksworth and Cromford was an interesting talk given
by Dr Lynn Willies who told us that until the early 18th century lead exports from
Derbyshire were second only to those of wool. In the Cromford-Wirksworth
area the two mines of interest were the Dovegang and Godbehere Veins. Before
discussing these, Dr Willies recounted an interesting tale about Wirksworth
church. The church is noted for its Anglo-Saxon carvings, in particular the Th’
owd Man, the oldest known representation of a miner with his pick and kibble
(bucket). As the church was not endowed, it survived solely on its lead tithes.
He showed a sketch plan of the churchyard in which an enterprising vicar had
opened its own mine and called it Parsons Vein.
After outlining the mining process, Dr Willies discussed the major problem
affecting all mines: that of water ingress and how to dispose of it. The Dovegang
Vein had become unworkable due to flooding so in 1632 the Dutch engineer
Vermuyden drove a sough (drainage channel) into the vein taking nearly 20
years to cover some 3,900 ft through the hard limestone. The Dovegang Vein
was thought to terminate near a shale outcrop until 1652 when its eastwardly
extension known as the Godbehere Vein was discovered. By 1657 Bates Sough
was planned to dewater the Godbehere Vein. Working about 250 feet below the
surface, the sough miners were able to cut along the shale-limestone interface, a
task made relatively easy by the soft shale. This enabled the veins to be drained
to a much deeper level.
The Cromford Sough, which also drained the Dovegang Vein, was started at a
much lower level at about the same time and took some 30 years to dig. It was
extended a century later to power Arkwright’s mill and to feed the Cromford
Canal. With the ability to drain the veins lead mining flourished into a large
scale industry.
The Life and times of the Arkwrights – Darrell Clark gave a good illustrated
talk giving a comprehensive short history of the Arkwright family beginning
with Richard Arkwright. Born in 1732 Richard was apprenticed to a hairdresser
and later moved to Bolton to work as a wig-maker. In 1755 he set up as a barbersurgeon. Having taken on the Black Boy pub in Bolton in 1762 he continued his
wig-making business and travelled the North-west and Peak District buying hair.
Arkwright was also developing an interest in clocks and mechanical devices,
particularly in relation to improving the strength and speed of the spinning
process. He came across Thomas Highs who was trying to make a roller-spinning
machine and worked with Highs developing the machine. The Spinning Frame
was completed in the spring of 1766 and Arkwright raised enough money from
friends to obtain a Patent.
His first spinning mill in Nottingham was powered by a horse turning a capstan.
However Arkwright decided that water offered a more effective power source
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and remembered his earlier visit to Cromford looking at water sources. Having
rented a site on Bonsall Brook he set about building his first mill in 1771,
extending it in 1785. A second mill followed in 1776. Other mills were built
to maximise his income before his patents expired; he also earned royalties by
licensing other mills.
When he was knighted in 1786 he began to
build Willersley Castle, a stately pile across the
river from the Mill, though he died before it
was completed. (Photo taken in 2007 left shows
the staircase) His son, also Richard, took over
the business interests moving into banking,
property, finance and money lending.
Johann Gottfried Brügelman – The Cromford
Ratingen story. A different slant on the
connection between Cromford and Germany
was given by Peter South.
Just as Arkwright had introduced the fully
mechanised cotton mill to England so did
Brügelmann for Europe. Brügelmann was
born in 1750 into a wealthy merchant family in
Elberfeld that had a controlling interest in the yarn market in the region. His
father was the mayor of Elberfeld, now part of Wuppertal, Germany. Having
heard of the spinning mills of England, in the 1780s Brügelmann wanted to setup his own fully mechanised spinning mill. Because his plan proved unpopular
with his business colleagues, he decided to look further afield for a suitable
location that had a good water supply, cheaper labour than in Wuppertal and
close proximity to Düsseldorf with its Rhine connection. Ratingen fitted the
bill.
With the help of his wife’s capital he had founded his own business in Elberfeld
in 1777 to make spinning machines like Arkwright’s, without ever having been in
England himself, but without success. Unlike Arkwright he had little technical
experience or knowledge. To make matters worse there had been a ban on
exporting any machinery involved in manufacturing cotton and material from
England since 1735. This was later extended to people with detailed knowledge
of the machines.
However with the help of friends who had acquired detailed knowledge of the
spinning machines during visits to England he was able to draw plans and make
models of the required machinery. Thus Brügelmann was able to open the first
fully mechanised spinning mill, which he called Cromford, in Europe and went
on to expand his business and become one of the richest men in the Rhineland.
The business meeting of EMIAC then took place with our own Peter Perkins in
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the Chair. At the end of which he invited everyone to the next EMIAC which
we are holding in October. Lunch was an excellent buffet with scrumptious
cakes, Victoria, chocolate and lemon sponges. So fortified for the afternoon
members either sallied forth in two groups for the walk around the town,
taking in also the Arkwright Experience (exhibition), and Church. Some chose to
remain to view the ‘virtual
village tour’ a continuous
presentation or just to
wander around the Mill
complex and taking in the
Canal Wharf and Church
at their own pace. To
further our enjoyment in
the courtyard were many
Morris sides all meeting
up to celebrate the host’s
team 50th Anniversary.
So with music in our ears we either set off for the walks, or to ‘do our own thing’.
A welcome coffee/tea came at the end of the day before we parted company for
the long journey home.
Terry & Jane Waterfield
The following websites provide additional background to the papers presented:
Cromford Mills: www.cromfordmills.org.uk/
Johann Gottfried Brügelmann: www.rheinische-geschichte.lvr.de/
persoenlichkeiten/B/Seiten/JohannGottfriedBruegelmann.aspx/

_______________
the 2017 summer reports
George James & Sons Ltd, Blacksmiths, Broughton - 4th May
Twenty members visited what must be the oldest blacksmith’s business still
operating in the county. Located on Cransley Hill in Broughton, Thomas James
started a blacksmith’s workshop in 1841 when he was only 21. The company
is named after the third generation blacksmith - George James. Some 176 years
later, fifth generation brothers David & Tim James run the business, although
they concentrate on ornamental and restoration work now. Our host for the
morning was David James.
When first built in 1841, the workshop was less than half its present size. Thomas
James lodged at the Green Dragon in High Street until he could build a house
next door to the workshop some four years later. The workshop was extended
in the late Victorian period and in the 1950s two cottages were bought on the
south side of the workshop and incorporated into the working area. For most of
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its life the business was typical of a blacksmith - shoeing horses and agricultural
work. The former ceased in the 1970s when new legislation controlling the
work of farriers came into force. The company had already started to do some
ornamental work in the 19th century and this became the main line of business
when the agricultural work dried up in the 20th century. They now concentrate
on restoration work and David is Chairman of the National Heritage Ironwork
Group. The company did some restoration work on the gates at Drayton House
near Lowick last year but most of their work is out-of-county, within a radius of
about 100 miles.
One of their current jobs is the refurbishment of wrought iron gates belonging
to the Salters’ Company, one of the City of London Livery Companies. The
gates were commissioned by Prince Albert in 1861 for the 10th anniversary of
the Great Exhibition and were constructed by Potters of London. They are now
being restored for use at the Salters’ Company premises in London.
Also on site and awaiting restoration were a set of highly decorated wrought
iron gates from the East Front of Hampton Court Palace. They were created
in the 1690s by Jean Tijou a French Huguenot ironworker, arguably the best
in England at the time. He also did work
locally at Easton Neston and Burghley.
A new curved iron staircase (photo left)
baluster destined for a local house was also
under construction in one corner of the
workshop. As with most new work this is
being made from mild steel, wrought iron
only being used on conservation projects
for repair and replacement of original
wrought iron. Today, wrought iron is only
available as a recycled material and it costs
ten times as much as mild steel! In response to a question, David confirmed
that it is possible to distinguish visually between wrought iron produced using
charcoal (pre1790) and the later, more uniform, wrought iron produced using
Henry Cort’s puddling process developed at the end of the 18th century.
The forge was moved to its present site in the workshop in the 1950s. They still
use coke as the fuel as it is versatile and gives a good heat. The forge used to be
bellows operated and there were tales of school children operating the bellows
before lessons began at the school over the road. Today the draught is provided
by electric fan.
David explained the uses of different types of hammers for shaping iron, for
example in swaging (shaping by hammering against or through different shaped
dies or swages) and in repoussé work (creating a three-dimensional shape by
working a sheet of metal from the back). He showed us how they were planning
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to add surface details onto a replacement 3-dimensional acanthus leaf for the
Hampton Court gates. The leaf had been formed out of a flat sheet by shaping
it from behind. The hollow in the back had then been temporarily filled with
lead to provide a solid surface against which to hammer the detail into the front
side of the leaf.
We were given several demonstrations by two of the blacksmiths which included
forming a curl from a bar of mild steel, forming a mortice and tenon joint using
square bars and also creating a pineapple twist forging in a square bar. In total
these took both of them something like one and a half hours, showing how
labour intensive such a process is!
This was an excellent visit and we were impressed by the knowledge and skills
of David and his colleagues. They are clearly committed to using traditional
forging skills to restore old ironwork and were happy to spend three hours
showing what they do and how they do it! When we are looking at old ironwork
in the future, we will certainly have a much better idea of how it was produced
and the amount of work involved.
Peter Perkins
----oooOooo---A walk around Desborough – 12th May
The evening’s objective was to understand how Desborough’s industry came
about and to discover its physical remains.
After the collapse of hand loom weaving in the 1790s and decades of depression,
things began to change when:1. 1832 Benjamin Riley set up silk weaving in the town.
2. 1857 Opening of the main line railway.
3. 1860s/80s Leicester manufacturers started taking advantage of
cheaper labour in the town.
4. 1863 The Desborough Co-operative Society was established.
The group started at the Gladstone Street end of New Street where we
viewed possibly the oldest factory building in the town (now under threat of
redevelopment/demolition). Built in the 1870s for Nichols Evans & Clow
as a two storey structure, it was modified between construction and 1913 by
quarrying beneath the building for iron ore and then constructing a basement,
ie. a third storey. The 1886 OS map shows the area now known as Gladstone
Street and Nichols Street as a quarry with a tramway to the main line railway.
We then headed off down Harborough Road with the former United Counties
bus depot on our right to view the corset factory on the corner of Federation
Avenue. The older factory on the South side was built by the local co-operative
society. They had bought the land on the understanding that they would quarry
the area for its iron ore deposits, the profits of which would repay the loan they
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had taken out to buy the land. This they did, then built the factory. They then
went off to the CWS in Manchester who were looking for more factory floor
space for its own corset making operation, and persuaded them on the strength
of the local expertise in this field to relocate. This they did and the factory is
flourishing today. On the other side of the junction is a 1930s extension. During
WW2 they produced parachutes.
Back then to Victoria Street to what is currently Littlestones handbag factory.
Built in 1895 as the Desborough Co-op Boot & Shoe Manufacturing Co. It later
became known as Crompton Footwear and closed in 1967. During WW2 it was
consolidated with Bird & Co. to release the Crompton site floor space to become
a sorting depot for Army boots returned for repair.
The walk continued along Union Street. The factory on the corner of Queen
Street was built as a corset factory for Waterhouse Reynolds & Co. (Kellys 1890).
It was taken over in 1925 by Wm. Barnes and operated until 1952. It became
Fodens (Footwear) in more recent times.
Proceeding to Regent Street we viewed the older side of Cheaney Shoes Ltd.
who moved to these purpose built premises in 1896. The site was gradually
extended back to Rushton Road where there is now a 1930s period building. It
is still in production and currently owned by members of the Church family who
bought it in 1964.
On our way back, the original Joseph Cheney factory in Station Road established
in 1886 was pointed out; currently a fish and chip shop and restaurant. Then
round to our final stop of the evening: the 1857 railway station of the London &
Midland Railway. Desborough North is the highest point of the railway between
Leeds and St. Pancras. The Desborough bank between Market Harborough and
Kettering has a gradient, for four miles either side of Desborough, of 50 feet per
mile. The preferred option of a tunnel did not materialise because of lack of
funds due to the Crimean war.
Our thanks must go to the enthusiastic members of the Desborough Heritage
Centre for much of the source material
Ron Hanson
----oooOooo---Combe Mill – 17th May
One could almost say a typical NIAG’s summer’s day for our trip to Combe
Mill near Oxford. When we set off there was a light drizzle that became heavier
as we neared the Mill. Having ensured that we had left plenty of time for the
roadworks at Towcester, and indeed anywhere else, we sailed along the A43,
roadworks finished and arrived somewhat earlier than planned. We were,
however, made extremely welcome by the team at the Mill with a very welcome
coffee soon in our hands while we waited for everyone to join us.
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Chairman of the Combe Mill Society Tony Simmons welcomed the group to
the Mill giving a short introduction to some of its history and the Society’s
aspirations for the future. Then split into two small groups we were taken round
by two very knowledgeable guides who clearly love the history and what they
are all attempting to do to keeping the Mill working as a museum.
Since the Domesday Book records there being a mill at Combe in 1086, it is
thought that a mill could have been here since the Saxon times. The assumption
has always been that it was a flour mill. It was in private ownership until the 4th
Duke of Marlborough bought it from the Johnson family in 1766. It continued
to be rented as a mill until the latter part of the 19th century when the estate
invested heavily in converting the premises in to a saw mill.
In 1848 the estate sold timber and land along the route of the new Oxford to
Worcester railway; the line opened in 1851 and a siding into the Mill was built
in 1853.
Records from 1886 show that £111 was spent on a new waterwheel and £119 on
a boiler; much building material was also bought. It is assumed that the then
mill was enlarged to its present size at the same time. The building housing the
water wheel was extended away from the wheel to provide workshops and the
boiler/beam engine room; from this a long sawmill was built parallel to the water
course. Line shafting that could now be driven by either water wheel or beam
engine powered the mill machinery: lathes and drills in the upper workshop;
forge blower and whetstone in the smithy and saw tables in the timber shop.
Additional buildings were erected for the storage of sawn timber and Combe
Yard became the base for maintaining the estate, after which time its occupants
were known as sawyers rather than millers. Crucial to the running of the
estate this sawmill provided timber for the making, by skilled craftsmen in the
adjoining workshops, into doors, windows and other items for Blenheim Palace
itself as well as the estate cottages and buildings. Timber was also sold to local
businesses and samples of frames and cart wheels could be seen on the tour
round the mill.
Although the Society has access to the Blenheim archives, no mention of
purchasing the beam engine has come to light to date; a date on one of the
engine’s hand wheels of 1852 has been assumed as its date of origin – some
three decades before the arrival of the Cornish boiler. Both coal delivered by rail
and wood off-cuts were used to fuel the boiler.
From his office above the engine room, Clerk of the Works Edward Nash had a
full view of the pattern shop and saw mill through large windows in the walls;
the window into the saw mill has since been filled in.
The engine ceased working in about 1912 due to a crack in the manifold
beneath the condenser pump. Either it could not be repaired or considered not
worth repairing as the door to engine was closed and both were abandoned
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and forgotten until they were rediscovered by a group of steam enthusiasts in
1969. Then the water wheel became the principal source of power for the mill
until electric power reached the site in the 1950s. During the Great War the
government installed an auxiliary stationary steam engine to cope with the war
effort.
With the wheel no longer required, the head race was filled-in to enlarge the
working area of the yard and the River Evenlode diverted in the mid-1970s.
By now a group of volunteers had formed the Combe Mill Society with a view
of opening the mill workshops and engine to the public. Restoration work
involved not only cleaning out and de-rusting the boiler but also rebuilding the
flue brickwork and the mill chimney which had been demolished. Although
somewhat lower than the original, the height of the present chimney provides
sufficient draught to demonstrate the boiler. After restoration the boiler was
rated at only 20psi – sufficient to demonstrate the beam engine, though when
new its rating was probably 50psi. Until it failed its final examination in 2004,
it was thought to be one of the oldest wrought-iron boilers in the country still
in steamable condition. Since then a small steam generator has been installed.
The saw mill closed in 2000 and three years later the Blenheim Estate sought
to convert all of the buildings into commercial
units. However English Heritage upgraded the
listing of Combe Mill to II* thereby protecting
the mill and its contents.
Following seven years of negotiating, the Society
obtained a 30 year lease from the Blenheim
Estate that would allow the Heritage Lottery
Fund, the District Council and Estate to pay for
conservation and improvement works. The Mill
opened to the public in 2012 it is said ‘to great
acclaim’.
From the Foreman’s Office our tour started in
the pattern shop (photo right) where a number
of volunteers were working: a collection of
working clocks dating from c1797, an old belt
driven wood-turning lathe – though a modern
lathe was being used, collections of old tools, wooden patterns that would have
been used for casting various items for use on the estate and work benches. A
set of modern stairs leads down over the mill race in the wheel room. The metal
waterwheel, 13ft in diameter and 8ft wide, is mounted on a solid wooden shaft
fitted with metal stubs running in soft metal bearings. It is of the lower breastshot type fitted with curved paddles. Water is re-circulated from the tail race to
the short head race using an electric pump causing the wheel to rotate at a more
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leisurely rate than the 8-9 rpm under ‘river power’.
Downstairs in the smithy two ‘blacksmiths’ were working at the cast iron double
forge making small items for sale.
(photo below). This forge is believed
to be the last surviving working
forge made by A. Handyside of
Derby. When the line shaft is
running, the main source of air
for the forge is a fan driven off
the line shaft. Otherwise it is a
pair bellows on each side of the
hearth; a single acting pair on the
left and a double acting pair on
the right. At the other end of the
workshop are three small steam
engines: a horizontal one built late 19th century by Thomas Bradford & Co, two
vertical engines, one made by E Reader & Sons, Nottingham and a 1956 Sissons
made specifically for instructional purposes.
Through the door into the boiler room: A double-acting condensing beam
engine stands alongside the Cornish boiler. What immediately strikes one on
entering the room is the small working space – barely enough to swing a shovel!
Returning through the workshop we paused to look in the gear room located
between the workshop and the wheel room. Here the line shafting is geared up
from the water wheel through two sets of gears.
We ended our morning’s tour with coffee and sandwiches in the compact cafe
and whilst many of us departed soon after, a few of us stayed on to have another
amble round before making our own way home, still in the rain!
Combe Mill is open to visitors every Sunday and Wednesday during the summer
months with special steaming days once a month on a Sunday. Manned by
enthusiastic volunteers this is a worthwhile place to visit for the day. Thanks for
such an interesting and happy visit were sent to the team shortly after our visit
and in response they will be happy to welcome members to their Mill.
Jane & Terry Waterfield
Additional information taken from: A Guide to Combe Mill by Combe Mill
Society; Combe Mill - Cornish Boiler and Combe Mill - Gears, Pulleys, Belts and Line
Shafting both by Tony Simmons
----oooOooo---Kettering Boot & Shoe Walk – 2nd June
The group met outside the Bath Road offices of Timson Perfecta Engineering
Works that NIAG had visited some three years previously. Since that time
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the company had gone into liquidation and then reinvented itself. Part of this
new business plan necessitated a reduction in office space. To do this an old
Anabaptist chapel has been sold and is due for imminent demolition. This
demolition is just a small part of a number of late 19th and early 20th centuries
industrial buildings in the area that are, or potentially could be, under threat of
disappearing. The walk was aimed at identifying and noting these sites. The
second issue of the evening was to see the impression left by the Wright family
on this part of Kettering.
Leaving Bath Road and turning into Digby Street
with Thomas Birds 1891 Globe Works on the corner
(which became Dolcis) (photo right) we walked up
to Tresham Street to George Wrights 1891 works
which he established with E C Gravestock. Both
of these factories were of the pre-1890s 3-storey
design. We moved off towards Montague Street/
Stamford Road to Carey Street to see the remaining
third of Frank & Henry Wrights 1910 factory, built
on the style evolving at the time of single storey
construction with a saw tooth roof and northern
lights. These three brothers were to influence a
large part of the Kettering boot and shoe scene
that would last for three quarters of a century.
On up Stamford Road three former factory sites
stand alongside each other. First (opposite the Coop food store) George Poulton 1906-1924. The site later became J W Towell
who in the 1960s amalgamated with others to become Shire Shoes headed
up by the Wrights. Second, its next door neighbour on the north side, Allen
& Caswell 1887-1960s, and last, at the Windmill Avenue roundabout, Atlas
Leather, established in 1880. Coming back to Clarence Road, on the left just up
from the corner, a very plain and sad looking factory built in 1896 for Slow &
Hulett who went bankrupt shortly after. Eventually it became Dorr & Jackson
1940-1961. This building backs onto a large cleared area, formally the site of
Whitfield Hodgson & Brough, makers of shoe machinery between 1940 and the
1960s. Finally up Lawson Street to Bath Lane jitty alongside Chas. Wicksteed’s
old foundry and machine shop where, apart from playground equipment, boiler
making tools and hydraulic hacksaws were produced.
Apart from the three buildings at the start, few of the remaining buildings seen
had much structural merit, only historical interest. It is therefore fortunate that
NIAG has had the opportunity to make a visit to this area before the bulldozer
that would wipe out any remaining industrial evidence.
Ron Hanson
_________________
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ARTICLES
Braunston top lock & pump house - Northamptonshire
An empty baseboard on my model railway was crying out for a water feature of
some kind and I had decided that I would model a short stretch of canal. I had
even bought a set of Langley OO scale white-metal lock gates some years before
to start me off, but these, together with my grand canal plans, remained in the
drawer for a number of years while I got on with other stuff.
Early retirement, and a part-time job as a postman in Braunston, was the impetus
I needed to dust down the lock gates and plan my waterways scene based on the
canal that runs through the village. One of my delivery rounds took me along
the canal from the marina, east past 5 locks and up to ‘Top Lock’ at the far end
of Dark Lane and just short of the western portal of the 2,042 yard Braunston
Tunnel. It was this lock that I chose to model.
Braunston’s first canal was the Oxford Canal, arriving in 1774, which formed a
key route from the Birmingham area, via the Thames, to London. But by the
1790s it was recognised that a more direct and quicker route was needed and the
Grand Junction Canal was built from a junction with the Oxford at Braunston
to Brentford, via Weedon, Stoke Bruerne and so on, being renamed the Grand
Union Canal in the late 1920s after various canal company mergers.
Anyway, back to modelling Top Lock. After taking a few photos and
measurements, and using the Google Maps web site for aerial photographs, I
drew up my plans. In 1:76 scale, this would mean the lock itself would be about
15” long, out of total available area of four feet by two. I make most of my
buildings out of a plastic material called styrene which comes in all shapes and
sizes, so I used the same stuff to make the canal itself and the bridge. The ground
contours were built up from polystyrene tiles and the vegetation and trees from
ground-up coloured foam and rubberised horsehair. The surface of the canal
started out as 1mm thick plasticard painted a dirty brown. I then spread on a
layer of a type of PVA glue which dries clear and which can be manipulated to
form surface water effects, ripples, etc.
I hadn’t intended the scene to contain any buildings, but there was a small
flat area that was crying out to be the focal point. I’d always thought what an
interesting building the Old Pump House was, but it was five locks further west
at Bottom Lock! No matter. A healthy dose of ‘Modeller’s Licence’ meant I
could relocate it up the hill.
The real Old Pump House was built in 1897 and replaced an earlier one of
around 1805 which was situated up the hill to the south of the present building.
This enabled water accumulating at Bottom Lock to be pumped back up the
lock flight, allowing the GJC to retain its water without losing any to the
Oxford Canal. Back-pumping is now accomplished with electric pumps and
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the building is now home to a canal workshop. Its tall square chimney is quite
a local landmark.
Construction of the pump house followed
my tried and tested technique of embossed
plasticard sheet and various styrene
profiles. As I was making the model I was
struck by just how detailed and decorative
the original was, considering its functional,
workaday role. I hope to have captured its
no-nonsense appearance!
Clive Hardwick
The model
© Clive Hardwick
________________

UPDATES
Plans afoot to re-open ‘The Worm’ at Great Malvern Railway Station
Plans have been unveiled to try to re-open a unique brick and iron pedestrian
tunnel at Great Malvern railway station to showcase important aspects of
the town’s Victorian history. And, according to the chairman of The Friends
of Malvern Railways, the reintroduction of ‘The Worm’ for the first time in
more than 40 years will significantly enhance the area surrounding the station,
providing an interesting focal point for commuters and other travellers.
Peter Clement told The Observer: “We are unsure of the exact cost of the project but
both the Heritage Lottery Fund and Railway Heritage Trust are very interested in getting
The Worm re-opened. There is a lot of work which needs to be done on the passageway but
we will ensure the Victorian heritage is kept. Having The Worm re-opened permanently
to the public will improve the ambience of the station. Great Malvern railway station is
in the top ten heritage stations in the country and having the passageway re-opened will
make it look grand. Tourism in the area will also be greatly boosted as hundreds of people
pass through the station every day.”
Owned by Network Rail, The Worm was built in 1862 and linked the station to
the old Imperial Hotel, which is now
the site of Malvern St James Girls’
School. And after several decades of
being unused, Mr Clement contacted
the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) at
the start of January with a potential
solution to permanently open the
tunnel.
The response from the HLF was
positive and plans are now being
drawn up to assess the amount
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of work needed to restore The Worm and the cost to make the passageway
accessible for public use. The Railway Heritage Trust has also been approached
for funding.
In 2012 Network Rail opened the tunnel for a week and, following a positive
public response, The Friends of Malvern Railway have been inspired to work
towards making it a permanent feature.
The group is now liaising with Network Rail to make the project become a
reality. A Network Rail spokesperson said: “We always welcome improvements
to the infrastructure and in particular at stations as we continue to deliver our Railway
Upgrade Plan. The Worm in Great Malvern has huge significance to the local community
and we wish The Friends of Malvern Railways every success in their quest for funding to
help this become a reality.”
The Malvern Observer – 5th June 2017
NIAG briefly visited this Railway Station on its 2010 Rail Tour. See report in issue 116.
Terry and I visited the station in August but there was no sign of any exhibition. However
we were able to have a good look at the inside of the tunnel from platform 2 which the
photo on previous page shows. Ed.
MV Balmoral – Restored and back working
Member Graham Cadman sent a short update on this historic ship which was mentioned
in Issue 133 on page 24. Whilst ‘old’ news nonetheless it could be of interest to members
and in keeping with our attempts at updating on news items. Ed.
After a very long and detailed meeting by MVBFL trustees in February every
aspect of Balmoral’s future was fully discussed and analysed. Without going
into all the various and many factors that had to be put into the equation, it
was a unanimous decision to push ahead and make plans to sail this summer.
While there were challenges ahead it was felt that the report from the technical
managers was favourable and that sufficient funding was in place to meet
expected dry-docking costs and other start-up costs, with reasonable provision
for contingencies.
Balmoral went to Sharpness the first week in May. However, fundraising must
continue to cater for hidden contingencies such as dry-docking costs etc.
It is hoped 2017 will see the further increase in passenger numbers year on year
that are necessary to make this season a success. All winter, despite ups and
downs, the trustees have remained optimistic and been working for the eventuality
of a 2017 sailing season. The magnificent response to fundraising has made this
possible. A new and varied timetable is in place and will be available shortly
once final checks with ports and harbours have been completed. The season
started with an evening music cruise on the 26th May, departing Clevedon 18.15
hrs and Portishead 19.00 hrs for a trip under the Severn Bridges. Returning at
22.00 hrs and 22.45 hrs.
Adapted from the MV Balmoral Newsletter 27th February 2017
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MISCELLANY ITEMS OF INTEREST
Too Hot to Handle at Scunthorpe!
Not all railway preservation is about the nostalgic days of yesteryear on the
picturesque main and branch lines of our public railway network. Sometimes it
can be found in the less attractive and most unlikely of places, and one of these
has to be at the British Steel site at Scunthorpe in Lincolnshire.
The Appleby-Frodingham Railway Preservation Society has been granted a site
in the very heart of this huge steel making complex, where they endeavour to
preserve the industrial heritage of the site. With the approval and co-operation
of British Steel, they organise regular brake van tours of the works which offers
a unique insight into this important industrial process. With over 100 miles of
internal railways serving the works, the full tour takes four hours which covers
almost every part of the site and numerous industrial loco’s will be seen at work,
some of which are driverless and radio controlled. Class 66s, etc can usually be
seen in the exchange sidings.
More information can be found at www.afrps.co.uk and although there is no
charge for the ride, a generous donation to Society funds is always very welcome!
John Scunthorpe of NIRG. Sent in by member Rob Boler
and taken from the Northants Internet Railway Group e-mail
----oooOooo---NEWS FROM AROUND THE COUNTY
M6 Junction to make journeys smoother
Highways England’s £191 million scheme to improve traffic flow at junction 19
(Catthorpe), where the M1, M6 and A14 meet, has opened. For motorists, the
scheme’s completion means they no longer have to navigate a junction travelling
between the M6 and A14. There are now free-flow links between the A14 and
M1. The M1 northbound to M6 westbound link and the M6 eastbound to M1
southbound link are also open. A new local link road, re-connecting the villages
of Catthorpe and Swinford and with the A5, is also open to traffic.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 23rd March 2017
But there is still no link road between the A14 westbound and M1 southbound which
somewhat defeats the object of this multimillion pound scheme. Expect in five years time
for chaos to reign again when the powers to be realise that a link road is needed. Ed.
70 years of the Doc Martin brand of shoes
2017 marks the 70th anniversary of a brand which was born in Germany but
made famous in Wollaston. While boots have been made in Cobb’s Lane,
Wollaston since 1901, the Dr Marten brand is probably what the site is best
known for. In honour of the brand’s 70th birthday, the Northants Telegraph
was invited to take a tour of the factory in Wollaston and see how Dr Martens
are made.
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It all started with the Griggs family, who had been making footwear for six
decades before the Dr Marten boot was born. But it was Dr Klaus Maertens,
a 25-year-old solicitor in Munich, who was convalescing from a broken foot
when he created an air-cushioned sole to aid his recovery, who really got the
ball rolling on this. He made a prototype and went into partnership with an
old university friend and mechanical engineer Dr Herbert Funk. The pair used
disused military supplies to begin producing their shoes and by 1947 they began
formal production. Within a decade, business was booming and in 1959 they
decided to advertise their footwear invention in overseas magazines.
Back in England in 1960, the Griggs company was now being run by the third
generation of the family (Bill, with brothers Ray and Colin and son Max) and
they spotted the advert in a shoe trade magazine. After getting an exclusive
licence and making a few key changes, the boots were branded as ‘Airwair’ and
came complete with a black and yellow heel loop featuring the brand name and
the slogan ‘With Bouncing Soles’.
Taking the name from the date of its inception, April 1st 1960, the eight-holed
1460 Dr Martens boot had arrived. Despite tweaks and additions over time as
trends come and go, the boot itself has hardly changed and still continues to be
one of the main players in the footwear field.
The history of Dr Martens brand is something its team at Wollaston are very
proud of, including pictures of members of the Griggs family as you arrive in
reception at the Cobb’s Lane site. As you walk through to the factory floor
there are boots from several eras, showing how the colours and designs have
changed from one decade to the next but the sole of the brand remains the same.
Machinery from back in the day is on display, including the original clocking-in
machine workers would have used at the start of their shift. About 40 people
now work in the Wollaston factory, many of whom are local to the area, and
they work in four different areas, the clicking, closing, lasting and shoe rooms.
Steve Bent, UK production manager for Dr Martens based at the Wollaston site,
said: “Everybody here is so skilful. They make it look easy, but this stuff really is crafted
and everyone here is multi-skilled.” While some people have worked at the factory
for 20 or 30 years, there is a real cross-section of ages represented there and this
has been helped by its apprenticeship scheme, for which it gets applications from
across the country. The scheme has led to a number of apprentices securing
permanent positions with the firm.
While it hasn’t always been plain sailing for the firm, its boots, which are
distinguished by their unique sole, yellow stitching and heel loop, have stood
the test of time and look to continue adorning the feet of celebrities as well as
everyday people who just love them. With shoes and brogues now featuring
alongside the original boot with the Dr Martens brand, which also has a Made
in England collection, the future is looking good for the company which
announced last December that it plans to open 100 new stores and in-store shops
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over the next five years. But even with a large portion of its sales coming from
outside the UK, Wollaston remains at the heart of the business which is helping
keep Northamptonshire firmly on the shoe-making map.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 23rd March 2017
New Trail at Irchester Country Park
A Heritage Lottery Funded Project has just been completed by Northamptonshire
County Council to create a trail around Irchester Country Park, south of
Wellingborough, explaining both its history as an ironstone quarry and the
geology of the area. Wembley Pit was quarried for iron ore from 1924 until
WWII on a large scale. A Ruston steam stripping shovel was used to remove up
to 30 metres of overburden in order to get at the 10 metre thick ironstone bed.
The overburden was tipped onto worked-out areas, leaving the ‘hill and dale’
landscape which was typical of ironstone quarries countywide. The quarry was
never restored but was transferred to the County Council in 1975 and became
Irchester Country Park.
Using the Heritage Lottery funding, a viewpoint, designed to resemble the jib
and cab of a dragline or digger, has been built out over the final deep ironstone
gullet. (photo left © Peter Perkins
2017). There is also a circular
trail round the park, with
interpretation boards. NIAG
had some input into the project
by way of an awareness day at
Irchester Country Park in 2015
and we also commented on the
text for the interpretation boards.
The new trail was formally
opened by NCC Councillor
Sylvia Hughes on 14 June.
Peter Perkins – June 2017
Grand old lady of canal’s maiden voyage
Stoke Bruerne’s oldest floating resident has set off on its maiden voyage of 2017
after recently receiving important conservation work from the Canal & River
Trust and the Friends of the Canal Museum. Built in 1935, Sculptor is one of
just a few historic working boats remaining on the Grand Union Canal and is
moored just outside the canal museum. The boat is owned and cared for by the
trust and is an important part of the collection at the museum as it is used to
tell the story of the history of the waterways and how important the canals were
during the Second World War.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – June 16th 2017.
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Rushden society buys goods shed from Northants Council
The Rushden Historical Transport Society has completed the purchase of the
town’s former goods shed from Northamptonshire County Council (NCC).
The society already owns the Rushden Transport Museum in the old Midland
Railway station building at Rushden. The shed sits on the opposite side of the
A508 John Clark Way to the station and has no physical connection to the halfmile Rushden, Higham & Wellingborough Railway that has its headquarters
at the museum. However, the society felt that the large red brick building,
which measures 120ft by 378ft, should be saved owing to the role it played in
the socio-economic development of Rushden in the late 19th century and its
association with the town and county’s boot and shoe industry. The goods shed
will eventually be developed to create a Heritage Community Hub for Rushden
and the surround area.
The Railway Magazine – July 2017
Nene Valley Railway – renaming of station
Ferry Meadows station was renamed Overton on the 1st June. The station
had been known as Ferry Meadows since 1977, but the NVR took the decision
to revert to its original name of Overton to mark the 40th anniversary of the
preserved line.
The Railway Magazine – July 2017
National Leather Collection.
The collection will make its debut in the Grosvenor Centre on the 9th September
after 40 years in storage and features the world’s largest treasury of historical
leather artefacts. The collection, which includes pieces from prehistory right
up to modern day, has reportedly been ‘in boxes’ for decades but is now ready
for display for the Northampton public. Fragments from Tutankhamen’s tomb,
sections of a 9th century Koran and Queen Victoria’s own saddle will form part
of this unique leather craft display.
Northampton Chronicle & Echo – 17th August 2017
Some members visited or tried to visit this collection on the 9th September and had great
difficulty in locating the entrance in the Grosvenor Centre since directions were somewhat
vague! It is hoped that NIAG will include a visit in our summer walks and visits
programme next year. Ed.
________________
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Of This and That
Winter meeting refreshments
These continue as this has proved very popular with members after the talk as it
enables everyone to have a chat and catch-up. Please note that we will be using
plastic cups from now on, this is to save on the washing up, which is always a
chore. We keep the cost at 50p for coffee/tea plus biscuits and at Christmas a
mince pie.
Walks and Visits 2018
Suggestions are needed for next year’s summer programme. We are in danger of
running out of ideas and we need a good mix for everyone to enjoy – so if you
have visited somewhere that you think would make a good group visit please
let Peter know at secretary@niag.org.uk by the end of the year when they will be
discussed in committee at the January committee meeting.
AGM and Committee
The November meeting sees the AGM and the current committee are, as we
go to print, all willing to stand once again. However, we do still require one
member to join us and if you feel you are up to the job – duties not onerous –
please contact Peter at secretary@niag.org.uk.
New Book
The Stratford-upon-Avon & Midland Junction Railway: Volume One: The years before
the S&MJR 1866-1909: The Constituent Companies written by Barry Taylor.
This is a comprehensive history of the origins of the company.
Publishers: Black Dwarf Lightmoor Publications - ISBN: 13 9781911038252
at at cost of £25.00.
NB: Copies will be available at our winter meetings from Barry, so if you want a
copy don’t forget to bring the cheque book or cash.
Winter Talks 2017/18
10th November AGM followed by the History and Renovation of Wicksteed
Park – Tracey Clarke
1st December Toys – Roger Brown
2018
12th January Annual Members Evening – members presentations.
8th February History and Operation of Steam Trams 1880-1926 – Tony
Taylor
Dates for the Diary
24th October Irthlingborough Historical Society presents a talk by Ron
Whittaker entitled The Rise and Fall of Footwear Manufacturing.
The venue is the Methodist Church Rooms, College Street,
Irthlingborough. Time 7.30 pm. There is a charge of £2 which
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20th January

includes refreshments.
Another Look Back at Northamptonshire - Abington Park Museum.
1.30-3.30pm. Northamptonshire Film Archive Trust returns to
present a new selection of archive film including the construction
of Pitsford Reservoir around 1956. Cost £6. Contact 01604
838110 to book.
____________________

And Finally:
The Irchester Ironstone Railway wins an award
We recently attended an Award Ceremony organised by the Northamptonshire
Heritage Forum, at which various Northamptonshire member organisations are
up for an annual award in various categories. One of these is The People’s Award
which is put together by Radio Northampton. Broadcaster John Griff is the
person who advertises this on his programme and this year’s recipient of the
Award was the Irchester Ironstone Railway which NIAG has visited and which
was subject to a visit with our last EMIAC back in 2011. At long last, it could
be said, an Industrial Heritage group in this county has been awarded, which
makes a change from Museums and Houses – so many congratulations to the
small band of men who lovingly look after it.
___________________

Coming Up:
Summer reports continue
The Curfew Tower Bells at St George’s Chapel, Windsor
Collyweston Tiles - held over from this issue
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The East Front gates at
Hampton Court Palace
awaiting restoration and
(left) detail of a griffin.
George James & Sons Ltd,
Blacksmiths visit - report on
page 8

Unless stated all photographs are credited to Jane and Terry Waterfield.

Disclaimer.
The Newsletter Editor and NIAG undertake to reproduce material
as supplied. Any factual errors remain the responsibility of the
author, who may be faithfully repeating the errors of the original.
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